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    Story Conference on 

 

  SEQUENCE 5B – S.W. SEND DWARFS OUT TO WASH ALONE 

 

   

  Present were: 

 

    WALT    9:30 A.M.  12:20 

    PERCE    "  " 

    DAVE    "  " 

    JOE GRANT   "  " 

    BILL COTTRELL  "  " 

    BOB KUWAHAR   "  " 

    TOM CODRICK   10:15  " 

 

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __  

 

  SCENE 2. 

 

WALT:  If it isn't done violently, you could have Dopey sniffing like a dog would as  

  they smell the soup. 

 

 

  SCENE 3. 

 

WALT:  As the Dwarfs come down the stairs and go toward the table – they should be  

  running in three-quarters toward camera. 

 

  SCENE 4. 

 

WALT:  As we cut to table, show bread piled up, a regular table setup with benches  

  around table.  You have the noise of them coming into the scene, which will  

  help this still scene.  As they come in, they will grab spoons and forks,  

  diving right into eat when she stops them.  As she stops them, we can have  

  the sound of the silverware dropping down with a CLING CLING CLING. 

 

PERCE:  We will use Doc in the right background during the scramble. 

 

 

  SCENE 5. 

 

  It was generally discussed that when S.W. mentioned the word WASH that  

  it should be planted that they are unfamiliar with washing  

  themselves.  The first time they show unfamiliarity with the term is in  

  this scene.  The following suggestions and dialogue are, as follows: 

 

BILL:  Suggested showing group first, then come down to characters who speak. 

 

PERCE:  Doc will be centered for his WASH. 

 

BILL:  After S.W. says YOU'LL JUST HAVE TIME TO WASH Grumpy could say I KNEW THERE  

  WAS A CATCH TO IT, which would build up to the point where he won't show his  

  hands. 

 

WALT:  They should all take it to WASH, then look at Doc, WHAT ARE WE GOING TO DO? 

  SHE SAID WASH. 

 

DAVE:  I like the thought of them coming into Doc to WASH. 

 

  (In this scene the Dwarfs will gather around Doc, during the confusion of WASH,  

  in back of the table, which will put them in the right position to back away  

  from table when S.W. says LET ME SEE YOUR HANDS in Scene 12.) 
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   SCENE 6.  (Cont'd) 

 

WALT:   After they all take the WASH and turn to Doc with WASH, you could cut to  

   Grumpy, throws spoon down and says I KNEW THERE WAS A CATCH TO IT. (Walt  

   later suggested that a good time for Grumpy to say I KNEW THERE WAS A 

   CATCH TO IT would be right after S. W. said YOU'LL JUST HAVE TIME TO WASH.) 

 

   After S.W.'s dialogue one character could say WHAT DOES SHE MEAN, WASH?  Then  

   Grumpy could say I KNEW THERE WAS A CATCH TO IT. 

 

DAVE:   Doc could turn to them and say WHY, WE HAVEN'T WASHED FOR YEARS. 

 

BILL:   Suggested WASH?  WHAT DOES SHE MEAN? 

 

PERCE:  Their conversations concerning washing could be in whispers. 

 

WALT:   DOES SHE MEAN WE HAVE TO WASH? 

 

PERCE:  One Dwarf could scratch his head, confusedly. 

 

WALT:   WHAT DID SHE SAY?  WASH?  We could cut to S.W. while the mumbling is still going  

   on.  Just before the cut to S.W. Doc could say SHE MEANS WASH and they nod to  

   S.W. 

 

PERCE:  Doc could say DID SHE SAY WASH? 

 

   SCENE 7. 

 

WALT:   This cut to S.W. could be us if she overheard them questioning each other  

   as to what wash meant.  Her dialogue in this scene is OH. PERHAPS YOU HAVE 

   WASHED? 

 

   SCENE 8. 

 

WALT:   This could be a group shot, centering Doc, with the others leaning in toward him.  

   There would be a take on them to OH, PERHAPS YOU HAVE WASHED. 

 

PERCE:  Doc could pick right up from S.W's speech to YES, PERHAPS WE HAVE. 

 

WALT:   They might pick up spoons again after YES, PERHAPS WE HAVE - then the BUT  

   WHEN? comes in.  They could all nod to her after YES, PERHAPS WE HAVE,  

   or just say YES – then nod to her. 

 

   Anytime the Dwarfs nod, Dopey will see that they are nodding, then he goes into a 

   nod. 

 

   SCENE 9. 

 

   (Dave thought it might interfere with the Dwarfs' action of going back to  

   eating by cutting to S.W. to BUT WHEN – he thought it best to stay with  

   them and carry her o.s. BUT WHEN in their scene, but Walt felt her line  

   would be better punched by a cut to her.) 

 

   Scene 10. 

 

   (Perce suggested that Grumpy might "feed" Doc the line of RECENTLY, and Dave  

   thought it would be better than to have Doc arrive at that himself, but  

   the decision was that Doc, without Grumpy feeding him the line, arrive  

   at RECENTLY himself.) 

 

JOE:   Doc could be counting on his fingers to LAST WEEK – ER – MONTH – ER - YEAR. 

 

WALT:   Doc could say "recently", not knowing what he had said until after he said it –  

   it sounded pretty good to him, so he repeated it.  The Dwarfs should all  

   look to Doc during the dialogue in this scene.  
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SCENE 10. (Cont'd) 

 

WALT:   Doc could have a spoon in his hand as this scene opens in answer to S.W.'s BUT WHEN. 

 

  (If it is decided later on that Grumpy feeds Doc the line of RECENTLY, it  

  was suggested that there would be a cut to Grumpy saying RECENTLY and a quick  

  cut back to Doc repeating it.) 

 

  (Bill suggested after RECENTLY they all dive back into eating, but  

  Walt thought this business should move along fast and their going  

  back to eat wasn't necessary.) 

 

DAVE  I would like to see them dive back to eat - then, after LET ME SEE YOU HANDS  

  they would be interrupted again. 

 

SCENE 12. 

 

  (Walt suggested that when S.W. came into the scene to the second LET ME  

  SEE YOUR HANDS that the table would be between her and the Dwarfs, but the  

  following was suggested to be better:  

 

  As the scene opens the Dwarfs are starting to progress backwards, in a closer shot  

  Looking three-quarter left – as they back up work a perspective pan back, opening  

  up on a larger shot as we hear S.W.'s offstage voice to the second LET ME  

  SEE YOUR HANDS.  S.W.  

  would be eliminated in this scene. 

  Dave didn't think that the Dwarfs should show any sharp contact with the  

  wall as they back up. 

 

  The sketches on the board in this scene show Dopey with expressions that  

  he knows what it is all about – he shouldn't know, and you should do away  

  with the droopy mouth. 

 

  As they back up, they could be grinning, bashful expressions, with hands  

  behind them. 

 

INDIVIDUAL SHOTS OF DWARFS SHOWING HANDS. 

 

  Different suggestion on the individual shots were made and one derived  

  to be the best will be at the end of this section.  All suggestions  

  will be put down, because in case the one last suggested doesn't work out  

  some of the others can be used. 

 

WALT:  It would add to their embarrassment if S.W. would say something to each  

  one of them as they stick their hands out. 

 

WALT:  Suggested dialogue: MY MY! 

     OH, IT'S WORSE THAN I THOUGHT. 

     OH, FOR GOODNESS SAKES. 

     HMM.  JUST AS I EXPECTED 

     OH, GOODNESS MERCY. 

      

JOE:     AREN'T YOU ASHAMED? NOW YOU MARCH RIGHT OUTSIDE AND WASH. 

 

WALT:  One might look at hands and become ashamed of the condition of his hands,  

  then S.W. could say YOU SHOULD BE ASAMED. 

 

  When Doc puts out his hands it could be WHY, DOC! 

 

JOE:  The effect of WHY DOC could be, the man of your dignity. 

 

WALT:  You might be able to eliminate the TSK TSK, just MARCH RIGHT OUTSIDE AND WASH, etc. 

 

  Try to work the dialogue of her shaming them so that it will fit in with  

  her saying GO STRAIGHT OUTSIDE AND WASH OR YOU'LL NOT GET A BITE TO EAT. 

 

    MY, MY, MY!  IT'S WORSE THAN I THOUGHT. 
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INDIVIDUAL SHOTS OF DWARFS SHOWING HANDS.  (cont'd) 

 

WALT:  The TSK TSK TSK could be the ending of it before she sends them out. IT'S  

  WORSE THAN I THOUGHT.  TSK TSK TSK.  Start that dialogue before we cut  

  to Grumpy - Grumpy just takes it and back-glances at them. 

 

  S.W.'s dialogue should be offstage shaming them – just have the close ups of  

  the individual characters. 

 

PRECE:  When the first hand comes out there should be some explanation from S.W.  

  like OH, MY! 

 

JOE:  It could be built up to a point WHY, AREN'T YOU ASHAMED OF YOURSELF, and keep  

  building it up with the dialogue. 

 

PERCE:  I like WHY, IT'S WORSE THAN I THOUGHT better than AREN'T YOU ASHAMED. 

 

WALT:  When Dopey sticks hands straight out, he could be rather proud. 

 

PERCE:  Dopey could look up sleeve and pull hand out. 

 

WALT:  I think the Dwarfs should be surprised with the looks of their own hands, and  

  like Doc, should be ashamed.  

 

DAVE:  All of them should be ashamed of themselves but Dopey. 

 

HAL:  You can show the Dwarfs characteristics and personalities by the way  

  they present their hands. 

 

WALT:  Get cheapest grins on the Dwarfs as they present their hands.  Doc would  

  be the one who would hide his hands.  When she says LET ME SEE YOUR HANDS  

  Doc puts his hands out, looks at them, puts them right back and grins  

  sheepishly. 

 

BILL:  That would be good for Bashful to do. 

 

PERCE:  Happy could spit on hands and rub them on trousers, then present them. 

 

  We could put the TSK TSK earlier, which would take us away from Grumpy. 

 

DAVE:  I think the first character, who would be DOC, should be planted as being  

  cheapish about his hands being so dirty, then have quick cuts. 

 

PERCE:  After seeing Doc's hand she could say OH, MY MY, then as we go to the  

  next it could be TSK TSK TSK – to the next IT'S WORSE THAN I THOUGHT –  

  then a flash to Grumpy where folds his hands defiantly - then to S.W.  

  to GO STRAIGHT OUTSIDE AND WASH, etc. 

 

HAL:  When grumpy folds his arms defiantly, he can pull one hand out, look at  

  it, then immediately fold it in place again. 

 

WALT:  That would be good, and after he looks at hand - he could sort of dive his  

  hand in place. 

 

PERCE:  It might work out better to just have two scenes before Grumpy instead of  

  three;  that is, pan from a set of three dwarfs to another set of three, and  

  then to Grumpy. 

 

WALT:  You could pan along the whole business if you wanted to. 

 

DAVE:  We could start in with three, then cut to group of four with Grumpy on  

  the end, and truck down on Grumpy in the shot to eliminate cuts.  I think  

  you can establish the characters by using three, then four. 

 

BILL:  I would suggest a separate cut to Grumpy all by himself. 

 

WALT:  I wonder if it would be better to pan along on the whole business. 
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INDIVIDUAL SHOTS OF DWARFS SHOWING HANDS.  (Cont'd) 

 

BILL:  Doc should be established in the first shot, then pan to the rest of them, and  

  come down on Grumpy closer when you get to him. 

 

DAVE:  By using the pan, you won't have a chance to put over the individual gags,  

  because you'll be watching one going out and another coming in. 

 

BILL:  You might take the two best gags and make individual scenes out of them. 

 

HAL:  Suggested the stops could be on Doc, then Dopey and cut to Grumpy. 

 

DAVE:  Start with Doc gag, pan through four others, stop on Dopey, then cut to  

  Grumpy. 

 

WALT:  It would be better to stop on Sleepy instead of Dopey. 

 

PERCE:  Start on still with Doc, pan past four, then stop on Sleepy and cut to 

  Grumpy. 

 

WALT:  If the pan doesn't work out you could stop on a group of three - cut to another  

  group of three, then cut to Grumpy. 

 

  (The line up, if we work a pan, will put Sleepy next to the last in line.) 

 

 

SCENE 18. 

 

WALT:  As they march out, there should be a certain bashfulness to  

  them – a bashful sway, show embarrassment.  Dopey in the march out could  

  continue holding his hands out. 

 

SCENE 19. As Dopey he goes out the door, Dopey could look back to S.W. with a goofy smile,  

  wiggle of the ears - flirting with her. 

 

SCENE 18. To get Dopey to be the last in line for the march, and since the last stop  

  in the individual shots would be to Sleepy before Grumpy, Dopey could turn  

  wrong which would put Sleepy ahead of him. 

 

SCENE 20. This scene will pan S.W. in with Grumpy to WELL, (S.W.'s arms folded like  

  Grumpy's) then cut to snow S.W. to AREN'T YOU GOING TO WASH, cut to Grumpy in  

  defiant take – then to a longer shot with S.W. and Grumpy, S.W. saying  

  WHAT'S THE MATTER CAT GOT YOUR TONGUE?  Grumpy turns to her, sticks out tongue  

  turns and exits to the right. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bee Selck 

8/12/36 

7 copies 

 


